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COORDINATOR’S CORNER
Hard to believe it is already
the New Year. Welcome to
2015!

we will have a four-hour Horticultural Therapy class in February as well. Be sure to sign
up in advance if you wish to
We have a fabulous, energized attend, as these are likely to
and large class of interns for
be popular classes. Watch the
2015. Again this year the
newsletter and website calenclass will be held at the exten- dar for the upcoming topics,
sion office. With a large class dates and times
there is little extra space for
veterans who wish to sit in on I have never been much for
classes. Looks like we need to New Year’s resolutions but this
consider finding a larger space year I thought some gardenfor classes in the future.
ing resolutions were in order,
so here are mine:
A number of advanced classes
are planned that should be of 1. I will compost more;
interest to veterans. Woody
2. I will start my seedlings on
Minnick is returning to offer
time (rather than early which I
“Cactus and Succulents of NM” usually do or late which I alin February. For the first time ways fear I will do);

3. I will plant something new
that I have never planted before;
4. I will thin my seedlings
(one of the more painful
things I do as a gardener);
5. I will plant a pollinator (last
year it was Mexican milkweed
and it did great);
6. Each week I will take a
glass of my favorite libation
and a chair out to my vegetable garden and for an hour I
will just sit and enjoy it (I’m
thinking this is the easiest to
keep).
Just remember all, the days
are now getting longer!

Sam

FROM LYNDA’S DESK
forms scarlet berries into
shaggy grey blobs, wrecking
20 percent of the country’s
annual crop.

flower to flower,” said Hokkanen. “They can also carry
treatments such as microbes
or fungi, providing dual ecosystem services for healthier
But Finland’s organic fruit
farmers have a swarm of new organic crops.” Cool bees!
allies in the battle against
From the Organic Farming
grey mold. Dr. Heikki HokResearch Foundation
Wishing you and yours
kanen, a researcher at the
health, happiness, peace, and University of Helsinki, has
abundance in the New Year. enlisted bees to carry biological treatments from flower to
Lynda
flower, warding off disease as
they pollinate. “Bees have
Strawberry fields in Finland
body hairs that pollen sticks
are plagued by grey mold, a
fungus that quickly transto, so it gets carried from
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Glad you asked: Master gardening is gender-neutral
Tom Neiman, SCMG

The meeting ended. As I was getting up to leave, one of the fellows
asked me, “You’re a master gardener, aren’t you?”
Before I could respond, another man chimed in, “Why in the world
would you join a women’s club?”
Although his question was intended as a jab at my masculinity, my answer got his attention.
“Yes, I’m a Sandoval County master gardener and one out of every four
of us is a guy. But that’s not important. I like the idea of being able to
plant a seed in the ground and watch what grows from it, whether it’s
something beautiful like a flowering Cosmos or food to eat,” I said.
I pointed outside, toward the Rio Grande.
“How about something that your family can enjoy and leave as a legacy
to the community. Look at all those trees and shrubs.”
Others gathered around to listen. Someone inquired, “Is your wife a
master gardener?”
I answered, “Yes, Gretchen and I attended class one year apart, although she had plenty of experience transplanting her ideas as well as
herself from New England to New Mexico. I’m relatively new to gardening.”
My smart-aleck friend again attempted to get a rise out of me by asking, “What do you grow? No, wait. Let me guess. Is it roses or tomatoes?”

Tom Neiman has been a master gardener and a fiction writer since 2012.
He has had several short stories independently published as a member of the
Corrales Writing Group.

I told him, “I prefer sunflowers, corn and green beans. Whoever would have thought legumes would be fun to grow.
There’s no better feeling than eating the fruits, or should I say the vegetables, of your labor. My wife and I also
grow trees. Gretchen prefers fruit trees and I plant desert willows and other low-water species from seed.”
Another person asked, “I heard you say you have a training class?”
“Yes, and 25 percent of last year’s interns were men. Our next class begins in January and runs through April. It’s
only four hours per week.”
“What do you learn?”
“How to plant, grow and maintain flowers, grasses, trees and crops for their beauty, food value and to improve the
health of the planet. The Sandoval County Extension office in Bernalillo is part of New Mexico State University. The
university provides us with up-to-date information and we, as master gardeners, pass the knowledge out to the
community through public events and demonstration gardens.”

(continued)
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Glad you asked: Master gardening is gender-neutral
(continued)
My fun-loving friend asked, “What if I end up with too many ... potatoes?”
“Yes, I know the feeling. Gretchen and I had more eggplants than we could possibly eat in one season. No problem.
She preserved some for winter meals and we donated the rest to a local food pantry like St. Felix in Rio Rancho.
Another fellow offered, “What If I don’t want to plant in my own yard?”
“The Sandoval County Master Gardeners collaborate with non-profits like the Seed2Need Project, where acres of
ground are planted and maintained by volunteers just like you. Tens of thousands of pounds of food were donated
to the local food pantries last year.”
I elbowed my friend in the ribs. “ We can always use a little more testosterone in the garden, if you know what I
mean.”
The cluster of observers laughed.
As we walked to our cars, I shouted, “Hey, why not come join us?”
Applications for the 2015 Master Gardener Training will be accepted until Dec. 5. Classes begin Jan. 6 at the
Sandoval County Extension Service office in the old courthouse in Bernalillo.
For more gardening and class information, call the Sandoval County Cooperative Extension Service at 867-2582.

This article was published in The Rio Rancho Observer in November 2014 to publicize the upcoming SCMG Intern
classes.

~ Email from my sister ~
One of my sisters, bless her heart, feels it necessary to share all her email spam with me. Most of it is political or religious and says bad things will happen if I don’t immediately forward it to everyone I know. She never even sends anything interesting like cute cat videos. On rare occasions, though, she inadvertently sends something that’s actually
funny. I thought I’d share a little. - editor



The last thing I want to do is hurt you. But it's still on the list.



A clear conscience is usually the sign of a bad memory.



Always borrow money from a pessimist. He won't expect it back.



Do not argue with an idiot. He will drag you down to his level and beat you with experience.



I didn't fight my way to the top of the food chain to be a vegetarian.



I used to be indecisive. Now I'm not sure.



If 4 out of 5 people SUFFER from diarrhea... does that mean that one enjoys it?



Nostalgia isn't what it used to be.



Some cause happiness wherever they go. Others cause happiness whenever they go.
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Book Review: Ortho and Sunset Garden Problem Solvers
Dudley Vines, SCMG

Pictured above are two reference books commonly available to the home gardener. I have both of these books, and
this review will discuss and compare them. First of all, both books are large format (approximately 8-1/2 x 11
inches), printed on heavy paper. Both are profusely illustrated with excellent color photographs. The Sunset book
has 320 pages, and the Ortho book has 400. Versions of these books are in the SCMG reference library in the Casita
(a Professional Edition of the Ortho book is also in the Casita, which is much larger in terms of page count). Each of
these books is a source of good reference material for the home gardener, and even Master Gardeners can use them
to research plant problems because of the wonderful illustrations and descriptions. The major difference between
the two is the organization of the material. The tables of contents are shown below. I have inserted subheadings
with bullets in the Sunset table of contents so you can compare the coverage. You will see the similarity in the types
of plants covered (trees, lawns, perennials, etc.).
Sunset Western Garden Problem Solver
Gardening in the West
Solving Garden Problems
Problem Solving by Plant Type
 Trees
 Shrubs
 Ornamental Vines & Ground Covers
 Lawns
 Annuals, Perennials, & bulbs
 Fruits, Berries, & Nuts
 Vegetables & Herbs
Symptoms & Causes at a Glance
Encyclopedia of Damaging & Beneficial Insects
Encyclopedia of Plant Diseases & Cultural Problems
Encyclopedia of Weeds

(continued)

The Ortho Home Gardener’s Problem
Solver
Solving Plant Problems
Glossary of Horticultural Terms
Houseplants
Lawns
Ground Covers
Annuals, Perennials, & Bulbs
Trees, Shrubs, & Vines
Fruit & Nut Trees
Vegetables, Berries, & Grapes
Household Pests
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Book Review: Ortho and Sunset Garden Problem Solvers
(continued)
The books are both produced by knowledgeable and authoritative sources that can be trusted. Ortho, of course,
suggests solutions which utilize their proprietary garden products. Sunset offers fewer specific solutions. However,
once a problem is identified, the internet and SCMG resources can be researched to find recommended treatments.
The Sunset book includes a section on weeds, which might be useful for identifying a weed but is not quite in line
with figuring out why my pine tree has sap oozing out. The Ortho book has a section on houseplants, which similarly might be useful except that the book is a garden problem solver. Ortho’s section on household pests is likewise
unrelated to gardening, but maybe the household pests go along with the houseplants. Both books include up-front
sections with general gardening advice. The Ortho book includes all types of problems in the specific plant discussions in the “Problem Solving by Plant Type” section. Sunset, on the other hand, has four sections to cover problems: “Problem Solving by Plant Type” (which includes common problems of each plant type, and the most common
problems of the most common species of each plant type), “Symptoms and Causes at a Glance” (which discusses
general problems by symptom such as discolored leaves or oozing sap with illustrations), “Encyclopedia of Damaging
and Beneficial Creatures” (insects etc.), and the “Encyclopedia of Diseases and Cultural Problems”. The user needs
to become familiar with whichever book is at hand in order to make the best use of it.
Certainly Master Gardeners have a huge advantage over ordinary homeowners in solving garden problems: our
training.
Chapter IIIA of the SCMG manual, “Plant Disorders and Diseases”, by Dr. Natalie Goldberg, defines a “disorder” as
any abnormal development in a plant. The chapter discusses “abiotic disorders” resulting from non-living causes
(environmental, cultural, etc.) versus “biotic disorders” resulting from infectious organisms – i.e. plant diseases.
Dr. Goldberg teaches us the difference between symptoms, which are visual indications that some problem exists
(such as wilting) versus signs, (such as a white powdery growth on plant surfaces). Symptoms are non-specific –
many things can cause wilting, for example. Signs are more specifically related to the cause of the problem.
In addition to her sections in the manual, Dr. Goldberg teaches the SCMG classes on plant pathology, and also on
the diagnostic process.
Chapter IIIE of the manual, “Arthropods Associated with Turf and Ornamentals”, by Dr. Carol Sutherland, discusses
insects. Insects can chew, suck, bore, girdle, and otherwise cause serious damage to plants.
In Chapter 7 of the manual, “The Diagnostic Process”, by Curtis Smith, a minimum set of questions is listed for systematic collection of information regarding a problem.
A Master Gardener investigation into a plant problem involves collecting a lot of information. A homeowner asking
for help is likely to describe only the symptoms he or she sees – the plant is wilting, or the leaves are turning brown.
The Master Gardener knows how to collect comprehensive information in order to obtain a complete picture*. Then
books such as the Sunset Western Garden Problem Solver and the Ortho Home Gardener’s Problem Solver can provide valuable reference material in a compact, easily researched format. Books like these are in the front room of
the casita for a reason: in many cases, they can provide the quickest route to diagnosing and solving a problem.
When you are on Telephone Hotline, take the time to look through these books and learn about a couple of good
tools at your disposal.
For those who want their own copies, these books are available at garden centers, home improvement stores, book
stores, and on the internet (the least expensive option).

*Note: Sometimes a site visit is required to see the problem firsthand in order to collect correct and complete information because homeowners don’t understand the question or can’t adequately describe what they see.
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Lily’s Garden (a very short story)

It was a sunshiny morning as Lily worked in her vegetable garden. “Look at these squash,” she thought. “These
beauties are sure to win blue ribbons at the fair.” Lily worked hard on her organic garden, and she entered her
vegetables in the county fair every year. And every year she brought home a basketful of ribbons. She was proud
of her garden, and she was proud to be a Sandoval County Master Gardener.
Suddenly, a few holes in a squash leaf caught her eye. “What’s this?” she exclaimed aloud. She got down on her
knees and examined the leaf carefully with the magnifying glass she carried in her apron pocket. “Hmmm,” she
thought. “Squash bugs, maybe.” She checked the undersides of several more leaves but didn’t find any insects.
“I’m going to have to keep an eye out for trouble,” she thought.
That night, she dreamed about an army of squash bugs mowing down her entire garden from one end to the other,
marching in a straight line and sucking sap from every plant as they moved. At 1 or 2 o’clock she woke with a panicky feeling. Her heart was pounding so hard she could feel it in her ears. “It was just a dream,” she told herself.
“Go back to sleep.”
The next morning, after a little yogurt topped with granola, Lily headed to the garden for her daily weed patrol.
“Hello, my darlings,” she said with a smile as she approached. She knelt by the squash and lifted a leaf with a gentle caress. “What a dream I had last night!” she said.
“Wait!” she cried out. The leaf felt limp and wilty. There were more holes in the leaf now, and the area around
some was turning brown. “What’s going on?” She looked about, and saw that even more leaves had holes now.
“Oh no!” she said.
Lily crawled frantically through her garden, examining every leaf and crushing every bug she found. She sprayed
the plants with a forceful blast of water to wash away anything she might have missed. “I know how to deal with
this organically,” she thought, nodding to herself. So that afternoon, Lily brought home three chickens to eat any
insects that might intrude in her garden.
That night, as she lay in bed, Lily became aware of sounds she hadn’t noticed before. Soft and low, she couldn’t
quite make out what she was hearing. She tossed and turned and covered her head with a pillow. But the sounds
grew louder, and louder, and LOUDER. Then, in her mind’s eye she began to picture an army of squash bugs,
marching in lock-step: tromp, tromp, tromp. They were innumerable and unstoppable. As they marched, they bit
every living plant that stood in their way. The sound was deafening now. Tromp, tromp, tromp, endlessly.
Finally, Lily fell into a fitful sleep, dreaming of insect hordes destroying her precious garden. Then her eyes opened
and she realized it was morning. “What a silly dream,” she told herself. “My hungry chickens are probably already
at work in the garden! It’s a good thing I’m a Master Gardener and know how to deal with problems like this!”
Heading out to the garden, Lily noticed right away that she didn’t see any chickens strutting around pecking bugs.
She turned and looked around her yard, but saw no chickens anywhere. “Uh oh,” she thought, hurrying to the small
wooden shelter she had put together for the hens. And there she found the scene of a bloody massacre, feathers all
around. And she noticed something else: a faint odor of skunk. A tear rolled down her cheek as she thought how
terrified the chickens must have been, and how they must have suffered. “I won’t make that mistake again,” she
thought resolutely, wiping her eyes. “I’m not going to provide those skunks with another chicken dinner!”
Going into her garden, Lily was dismayed to find ten times the damage to her vegetables as the day before. Now
the tears really started. “My babies! My little beauties! Why is this happening? Oh, why?” she wailed.

(continued)
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Lily’s Garden (a very short story)

Finally pulling herself together, she said, “Okay. Fine. There’s more than one way to skin a cat. Even organically. I
know just what to do!” And she went out and bought 5 dozen sticky traps with pheromone attractant, and she
placed them at precise three foot spacing throughout her garden.
That night, when Lily climbed into her bed, in her mind she heard the squash bug army start again, louder than the
night before. Tromp, tromp, tromp. “I’m not crazy!” she cried out aloud, even though she knew that squash bugs
neither wear boots nor march like an army of soldiers, and that it was impossible to hear a squash bug bite.
“They’re out there! They’re destroying everything I’ve worked for!”
She wept profusely. Then a rage came over her, a fury she never known before. “No! I won’t let you! I won’t let
you destroy my babies!” she screamed, running to the garden through the darkness. “You’re not going to win!” she
yelled, grabbing her hoe. “I won’t let you win!” There in the moonlight Lily started slashing the ground, ripping and
tearing at the garden, chopping, hacking. The noise was even louder now. Her heart was pounding. Hot tears
stung her eyes and streamed down her face. She lost track of time. She was swinging the hoe with all her
strength, grabbing stalks and pulling up roots, screaming and even cursing. Finally, exhausted, she fell to her knees
panting. She closed her eyes and sobbed.
~~~
Slowly, Lily became aware of birds singing. She opened her eyes. It was daylight. She was lying in the garden.
She pushed herself up with one arm and looked around. Her garden was completely demolished. It looked like a
tornado had dropped down out of the sky just on her garden plot. Not a single plant remained rooted.
Then she remembered what had happened the night before. She stood in what had been her garden and cried,
ashamed of what she had done.
Finally, regaining her composure, Lily had to accept that what was done, was done. She raked the dead plants up
and carried them to her compost pile. She went into the house and sat at the table, ruminating. It all seemed like a
dream. She had never lost control like that. She had trouble accepting that it had happened, but the stark evidence
was right out back. She spent most of the day sitting there, trying to make sense of it, but she couldn’t. Finally, it
occurred to her that at least the noise would be gone now, and she actually felt good about the fact that the squash
bugs wouldn’t get her vegetables.
That night, Lily went to bed feeling sad but at the same time a little happy, because she was going to get a good
night’s sleep for a change. She turned out the lights and pulled the covers up all cozy. “Finally,” she thought.
“Peace and quiet.”
Blessed silence. But wait. What was that? Listening hard, she noticed faint sounds she hadn’t heard before. She
couldn’t make out what it was. She pulled the pillow over her head, but the sounds grew louder, and louder, and
LOUDER. Finally she realized what the noise was. It was the army of squash bugs laughing. Lily jumped out of bed
and called her sister Eunice. Crying hysterically, Lily told her about how she destroyed her garden to defeat the
squash bugs, and now the bugs wouldn’t stop laughing at her .
Late the next morning, Eunice came to visit with some nice men in a van to take her to a place where there are no
squash bugs.
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Watershed Health is everyone’s concern. Our watersheds are in great
need of resuscitation and this year Land & Water Summit will concentrate
on learning about ways to improve watershed health. Just as we have
learned to recognize signs of illness in our community and provide aid
when necessary, so we must learn to recognize the signs of distressed
environments and how to cure those ills.
This year’s Land & Water Summit will explore options for enhancing watershed management, reducing human impact through the efficient use
of water, and illustrating the connections between the watershed and
ALL of its inhabitants.
Living in a watershed means not only recognizing its limits and assisting
in keeping it clean and healthy - it means teaching others to do the same.
Join us to discuss ways we can revive our watersheds.
This year our sponsors are providing a Pre-Conference Workshop on February 18, 2015. Be sure to check for more details and registration information at xeriscapenm.com .
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Manual updates for veteran Master Gardeners
Staff
Veteran SCMGs will soon be able to update their manuals to include the latest additions! Watch for an email with instructions after the holidays.

Fund Raising Committee meeting announced
Gretchen Neiman, SCMG, Committee Chair
The Fund Raising Committee will be meeting on Thursday, January 29th from 10:30-11:30am at the SCMG Casita. We
will review the past year’s activities and discuss future fund raising ideas. We would love to have any interested Master
Gardeners join us!

GARDENING WITH THE MASTERS
Public Lecture Series at Meadowlark Senior Center
Jan. 6: Small Fruit Trees for your Garden - Elizabeth Gardner
Feb. 3: Pruning for the Home Gardener - Elizabeth Gardner
Mar. 3: Growing Tomatoes - Sam Thompson
Inclusion for special needs populations is standard for all Senior Service Programs. If special accommodations are required please contact the staff upon registration.
Meadow Lark Senior Center
505-891-5018
4330 Meadowlark Lane SE
Rio Rancho, NM 87124

~ More spam from my sister ~








Where there's a will, I want to be in it.
If I agreed with you, we'd both be wrong.
You do not need a parachute to skydive; you only need a parachute to skydive twice.
You're never too old to learn something stupid.
I'm supposed to respect my elders, but it's getting harder and harder for me to find one now.
The early bird might get the worm, but the second mouse gets the cheese.
Some people are like Slinkies ... not really good for anything, but you can't help smiling when you see one tumble
down the stairs.
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Advanced classes announced
Staff

The first several Advanced Classes have been scheduled. Watch for more!
February 18, 10:00-11:30am

Pruning, by Elizabeth Gardner

(location to be announced)

February 19, 1:00-5:00pm

Horticultural Therapy, by Hank Bruce & Tomi Jill Folk
(advanced signup required)

Extension Offices

February 26, 1:00

Cactus and Succulents of NM, by Woody Minnick

Extension Offices

March 28, 9:00am-4:30pm

Composting Comprehensive Workshop,
by John Zarola

Extension Offices

April 1, 9:00-11:00am

Vegetable Gardening, by Dr Stephanie Walker

Extension Offices

April 8, 9:00-11:00am

Micro Irrigation, by Dr. Robert Flynn

Extension Offices

The Fund Raising Committee

is planning a spring plant sale, so when you start planning your garden
for the coming growing season, keep the event in mind. Plant extra
seeds, take extra cuttings. Vegetable, landscape, and house plant donations would be appreciated. Support SCMG!

Got a Gripe About the Newsletter?
Old news? Boring articles? Tired of vapid, hackneyed, platitudinous, stale, tired,
trite, predictable, dull, pedestrian, unimaginative, cheesy phrases from a thesaurus?
Are you fed up?

Do something about it!
Help produce the newsletter and be an esteemed member of the SCMG community.
Email scmgnewsletter@gmail.com for more info
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Training young apple trees to the central leader system

Dr. Shengrui Yao, NMSU (edited for newsletter)

Training is the practice of directing tree growth to a desired shape and form; it is usually performed on young trees.
Pruning is the removal of a terminal portion of a branch or a whole branch to adjust or maintain tree structure. Pruning
is part of the training process, but training also uses other techniques like clothespins, branch spreaders, tying, etc. Mature trees need to be pruned regularly. The purpose of training and pruning is to maintain desired tree shapes that are
capable of early production of large, high-quality crops with balanced vegetative and reproductive growth. The training
practice starts immediately after planting the trees. It is a common mistake - especially among home gardeners - to
leave newly planted trees untended for several years. This neglect will delay fruiting and make training and pruning
more difficult in the future because the buds on two- or three-year-old wood respond differently than buds on one-yearold wood.

Branching Angle

For central leader system training, the branching angles are more important than in high-density trellis systems since
the base scaffolds support heavy crops once they start to bear fruit. Narrow crotch angles are very weak, and branches
connected in this way break easily from the trunk. Branches at a 45 to 60° angle from the trunk will be stronger and
support heavier crops than those with narrower angles.

Central Leader System

If growers or home gardeners do not want to use high density planting, the central leader system still is a good training
system for apples and pears. The central leader is the main leader, or dominant shoot, in the center of the tree. There
are three to five branches for the first tier, three to four for the second tier, and one or two branches for the third tier.
These branches can be scattered throughout the central leader at various spacings (Figure 1). However, it is preferred
to have equal spacing between branches.
To start the process, use a one-year-old, barerooted, unbranched whip with a trunk diameter of 1/2 to 5/8 inches, or
plant well-feathered trees. After planting, the whip should be headed down to about 30 inches, which will balance the
size of the aboveground [growth] and the [damage to the] root system
during digging and transportation. If you head back too low, it may induce excessive vegetative growth, and the branches will be too low in
position. If you cut off at 36 inches, it will result in short branches with
weak growth, which will be hard to use as a framework structure.
Also, make sure there are five to seven good buds under the cut. If the
buds around that height are damaged, adjust the cut height to ensure
there are several good buds under the cut. If well-feathered trees are
planted, select three to four well-spaced branches as scaffolds and cut
the branches back 1/3 or 1/2 of their length after planting, making sure
that their lengths are roughly equal. These branches should be spaced
several inches apart on the trunk, but they should not be next to each
other. If these scaffold branches are too close, they could choke the
central leader in the future. Remove the branches below 24 inches and
top the central leader 24 inches above the first tier of branches.

The First Growing Season After Planting

[When] new shoots emerge below the cut, the first one will be used as
the future central leader. If the second and third shoots are too strong
and compete with the first one, then they should be removed. For the
rest, the good ones will be used as scaffolds. If the branching angle is
too narrow, use wooden clothespins to push the branches flat (Figure
2). When the new shoots are 4 to 6 inches long, put the clothespins on
top of the young shoots and leave them there for the season; the
branches should achieve the desired wide angle. Using clothespins to
push the branching angle early on is easier than using branch spreaders
later.

(continued)

Figure 1. Model Central Leader Structure
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Training young apple trees to the central leader system
(continued)
By the end of the first growing season, select three to
four well-spaced scaffolds with good branching angles
that are evenly spaced around the trunk, and remove all
other branches below 24 inches or that have narrow angles. If clothespins were used, these selected branches
should have good crotch angles. If some grew too vigorously with narrow angles, branch spreaders should be
used the next spring to push them to 45 to 60°. If the
tree is weak without enough useful branches, cut the central leader short to try to get enough branches for the first
tier by the end of the second year.

The Second Growing Season

The main objective during the second growing season is
to develop a second layer of scaffolds, which should be 24
to 36 inches above the first layer established during the
first year after planting. Remember to use clothespins to
widen the crotch angle of the new shoots. Select branches
Figure 2. Using Clothes Pins to Widen Branch
that do not lie directly above any first-tier scaffolds, but
Angles
that instead fill the space between scaffolds of the first tier.
Remove shoots that compete with the central leader and other undesirable shoots. Branch spreaders, weights, or ties
should be used for scaffolds with narrower crotch angles to widen them to 45 to 60°. The spreader can be made of a
wooden board with a V or sharp nails on each end. Do not push the branches more than 60° or there could be suckers
growing on top of the branch. The spreaders can stay in place for one or two years until the branches are able to keep
their position. The limb spreaders, weights, or ties should be used before or during the winter pruning process.

After the Second Growing Season

During winter pruning, keep three to four branches with wide crotch angles for the second tier. Cut back
1/4 of the new terminal growth of the scaffolds. Keep using limb spreaders or ties if necessary. Remove diseased or
broken branches. Always maintain the central leader as the highest point of the tree. If you have enough good-angled
branches for the second tier, cut the central leader 24 inches above the second tier of branches to stimulate the third
tier of branches.

Three or Four Years After Planting

Similar to year two, use clothespins to position the young shoots. Remove upright, competitive, and other undesired
shoots during the growing season. Keep the central leader’s dominance as the highest point of the tree. All other
branch terminals should be lower than the central leader. The mature tree should be maintained with a pyramid shape
(Figure 1) with a dominant central leader. The first-tier scaffolds should be the strongest and longest, and the second
and third tier of branches should be shorter in length and smaller in diameter.

Successive Years

Continue to prune these trees each winter by removing
weak, hanging, and overcrowded branches. Once the
trees start to bear fruit, stop pruning the terminals of
the scaffolds. After a few more years, lower the central
leader to the third tier of branches. Since New Mexico
has intense sunlight, try to select a south-facing
branch to shade the trunk and avoid sunscald.

This article is extracted from NMSU Extension Guide
H333, edited to fit space available)
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The USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) joins groups across the world to celebrate International Year of Soils in 2015. The 68th session of the United Nations General Assembly designated
2015 for the yearlong soils celebration as a way to increase understanding of the importance of soil for food security and essential ecosystem functions. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations is
heading up efforts along with the Global Soil Partnership.
Healthy soils are the foundation of agriculture. In the face of mounting challenges such as a growing global population, climate change, and extreme weather events, soil health is critical to our future. Healthy soil is essential as
global demands rise for food, fuel, and fiber. Soils also play a crucial role in food security, hunger eradication, climate change adaptation, poverty reduction and sustainable development. As America’s agency for soil conservation, classification and studies, NRCS is excited that 2015 will bring worldwide attention to the importance of soil.
Working with the Soil Science Society of America (SSSA) and
other partners, NRCS will be showcasing the importance of
soil with monthly themes created by SSSA:














January: Soils Sustain Life
February: Soils Support Urban Life
March: Soils Support Agriculture
April: Soils Clean and Capture Water
May: Soils Support Buildings/Infrastructure
June: Soils Support Recreation
July: Soils Are Living
August: Soils Support Health
September: Soils Protect the Natural Environment
October: Soils and Products We Use
November: Soils and Climate
December: Soils, Culture and People
Click this image & scroll down to see
a video on the importance of soil
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NMSU Extension teams with state corrections department for
prison vocational training
Jane Moorman, NMSU
SANTA FE – Thirteen men dressed in orange prison uniforms work under the hot September sun, building four economical greenhouse structures at the Penitentiary of New Mexico in Santa Fe. They are the inaugural team in the Corrections
Industries program’s latest project, in which state inmates will grow vegetables to supplement the prisons’ cafeteria
menu.
New Mexico State New Mexico State University and the New Mexico Corrections Department, which runs the Corrections Industries
program, are collaborating in the project to provide horticultural
vocational training to the inmates. [See video here].
The College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences’ Cooperative Extension Service is providing technical advice
and guidance in building the hoop houses.
The men were selected from 80 applicants to participate in the
Roots of Success program. The Level II inmates have completed
an environmental literacy course as part of the program.
“The corrections department approached NMSU in August to provide training to the inmates on construction of the hoop houses on
the state penitentiary grounds in Santa Fe,” said Del Jimenez, Extension agricultural agent with NMSU’s Rural Agricultural Improvement and Public Affairs Project, who is conducting the training for
the project that has the potential to spread to all of the state’s correctional facilities.
After receiving instruction while building of the first 32-foot-by-14foot structure, the inmates were divided into groups to construct
the three remaining hoop houses.

University Cooperative Extension Service agricultural
agent Del Jimenez, center, shows New Mexico
prison inmates how to plant a variety of winter
greens. Jimenez taught 13 inmates at the Penitentiary of New Mexico in Santa Fe how to build hoop
houses, where they will be able to grow vegetables
for the Level II cafeteria’s menu. (NMSU photo by
Jane Moorman)

Once the structures were completed, nine 4-foot-by-10-foot raised planting beds were constructed for each house.
Then the dirty work began, as the inmates filled the planters with wheelbarrows full of dirt and organic material, installed a drip irrigation system in each house, and planted winter greens seeds.
“The first harvest was in early November and has continued weekly,” Jimenez said. “The fresh greens are supplementing the Level II unit’s cafeteria menu.”
“It’s a privilege to participate in this pilot program,” inmate Waylon Robinson said, echoing the sentiments of the other
men in the program. “It gives us a chance to learn new things and to perfect some things that some of us knew already. It’s giving us a sense of pride.”
Inmate David Maez, who has been assigned to teach the environmental literacy curriculum, said he has seen “the men
become a cohesive group with an enthusiastic positive attitude.”

(continued)
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NMSU Extension teams with state corrections department for
prison vocational training
(continued)
Many of the men envision using the skills they are learning once they are released from prison.
“The hoop house extends the growing season that allows a grower to have fresh produce earlier and later in the season,” said inmate Charles Martinez. “My family has a ranch in the Mount Taylor area, where the growing season is
short. I am hoping to build a greenhouse there once I am released in 20 months.”
Learning the vocational skill is just one aspect of the program. Secretary of Corrections Gregg Marcantel said the program is designed to also provide life skills training and a sense of accomplishing a task that is bigger than just the selfish behavior that brought most of these men to prison.
“We want to teach our inmates to become entrepreneurs who can provide for themselves and their families upon release,” Marcantel said. “It’s not enough to just teach someone a new skill; we have to change hearts, to make them feel
part of a bigger purpose in life.
“These hoop houses do just that; these inmates have had to nurture these plants to provide food to feed other inmates.
This program has really showed them that if you work hard, focus on your goals, and pay attention to detail, you can
harvest meaningful and plentiful bounties.”
“What really attracted me to this program was the educational part,” said inmate Ronny Garcia. “I’m learning how to be
productive with my life, instead of keep coming back to prison. This is teaching me a lot that I will be able to take home
with me.”

Article taken from NMSU News Center
Date: 12/08/2014
Writer: Jane Moorman, 505-249-0527, jmoorman@nmsu.edu

Wisdom for the ages
 Always remember that you are absolutely unique. Just like everyone else. Margaret Mead
 Do not take life too seriously. You will never get out of it alive. Elbert Hubbard
 I believe that if life gives you lemons, you should make lemonade... And try to find somebody whose life has given
them vodka, and have a party. Ron White
 Get your facts first, then you can distort them as you please. Mark Twain
 A day without sunshine is like, you know, night. Steve Martin
 If you could kick the person in the pants responsible for most of your trouble, you wouldn't sit for a month.
Theodore Roosevelt
 Behind every great man is a woman rolling her eyes. Jim Carrey
 A woman's mind is cleaner than a man's: She changes it more often. Oliver Herford
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SCMG Jan 2015
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
1

SCMG Board Meetings Third Tuesday
of month, Sandoval
County Extension
Office, 10:00-noon

Click on links
for details

4

5

11

18

25

19

26

Saturday

2

3

9

10

16

17

-WaterWise Garden
9:00-11:00
-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am

No Telephone Hotline until Spring

12

Friday

6

7

8

-SCMG Training 1:00
-Gardening with the
Masters "Small Fruit
Trees for Your Garden"

-DeLavy House garden 9:00am
-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 2:50-3:50pm

-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am

13

14

15

-SCMG Training 1:00

-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 2:50-3:50pm

Newsletter Articles
DUE!
-WaterWise Garden
9:00-11:00
-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am
-Rio Rancho District
Science Expo

20

21

22

-SCMG Board
10:00am
-SCMG Training 1:00

-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 2:50-3:50pm

-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am

27

28

29

-SCMG Training 1:00

-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 2:50-3:50pm

-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am
-Home Composting
Basics 9:30am
- Fund Raising Committee, 10:3011:30am, Casita

-Seed Library 10:00
Orientation, Seed
Sorting class

23

24

30

31

SCMG Feb 2015
Sunday

Monday

SCMG Board Meetings Third Tuesday
of month, Sandoval
County Extension
Office, 10:00-noon

Click on links
for details

1

2

8

15

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

No Telephone Hotline until Spring

9

16

Newsletter Articles
DUE!

22

Tuesday

23

3

4

5

6

7

-SCMG Training 1:00
-Gardening with the
Masters "Pruning for
the Home Gardener"

-DeLavy House garden 9:00am
-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 2:50-3:50pm

-WaterWise Garden
9:00-11:00
-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am

10

11

12

13

14

-SCMG Training 1:00

-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 2:50-3:50pm

-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am

17

18

19

20

21

-SCMG Board
10:00am
-SCMG Training 1:00

-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 2:50-3:50pm
- Advanced Class:
Pruning 10:00am

- Xeriscape Expo
-WaterWise Garden
9:00-11:00
-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am
- Advanced Class:
Horticultural Therapy
1:00pm
- Xeriscape Expo

24

25

26

-SCMG Training 1:00

-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 2:50-3:50pm

-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am
-Composting with
Worms 9:30am
-Adv class: Cactus &
Succulents of NM
1:00pm

27

28

